The 2’s Spy Shapes

By, The 2’s Class
Claire spies circles, squares, triangles and rectangles.

“It’s a house. Squares and people in squares. And the roof. And this sky. And this triangle. Look there’s some circles. The bushes. And Miss Stephanie see them,” said Claire.
Willem spies rectangles, circles and a square.

“This picture is red. It’s black, too. This is yellow. Some tree, too. Um, traffic lights. It’s the traffic lights. There’s a road that cars go on. Up and down. The sky. It’s the long rectangles we saw yesterday.” said Willem.
Lily spies a diamond, a triangle and rectangles.

“I see trees. I see sticks. House. I see an umbrella. A diamond. The sky.” said Lily
Cody spies circles.

Elijah spies a rectangle, a square and a triangle.

“Cars. Ice cream. That’s standing on there. They’re driving. That’s traffic. That ice cream is pink. That’s a ice cream. I love sprinkles on ice cream. That’s like a box.” said Elijah
Sam spies squares, triangles and rectangles.

“These windows. A big building. A car. It looks like a Pooh PT Cruiser but Alexis went in a PT Cruiser yesterday. I like this car. I see these windows.” said Sam
Grace spies triangles.

“Trees. Yum yum yummy.” said Grace
Lauryn spies a circle and a triangle.

Preston spies a square, a circle and a rectangle.

Alexa spies a circle and a triangle.

“It’s got a clock and a door. It’s got a handle on it, it’s blue. It’s black. It’s tall. It’s kinda like a monster.” said Alexa.
“Look at that. A duck. Letters. Duckies dive in the water. Trees. He dives in the water ‘cause he’s a ducky. He’s watching the water. He’s happy cause he dives.” said Charley.